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Abstract Introducing an extended Lie derivative along the dual of A, the 3-form field of D = 11 supergravity, the
full diffeomorphism algebra of D = 11 supergravity is presented. This algebra suggests a new formulation of the
theory, where the 3-form fieldA is replaced by bivectorBab, bispinorBαβ , and spinor-vector ηaβ 1-forms. Only the
bivector 1-form Bab is propagating, and carries the same degrees of freedom of the 3-form in the usual formulation,
its curl D[μB

ab
ν] being related to the Fμνab curl of the 3-form. The other 1-forms are auxiliary, and the transformation

rules on all the fields close on the equations of motion of D = 11 supergravity.

MSC 2010: 53Z05, 83F50

1 Introduction

Supergravity in eleven dimensions [7,8] (a particular limit of M-theory, for a review see e.g. [17,18]), can be
formulated within the framework of free differential algebras (FDAs) [16,10,5,19,4,3,6], a generalization of Lie
algebras which include p-form potentials. In this framework, the 3-form of D = 11 supergravity acquires an
algebraic interpretation.

In preceding papers [6,2], it was shown how FDAs can be related to ordinary Lie algebras via extended Lie
derivatives: the Lie algebra underlying the FDA of D = 11 supergravity was identified in [2], and found to coincide
with an algebra discussed in [1] in the context of supermembranes.

In Section 2, we recall briefly the FDA formulation of D = 11 supergravity of [10]. In Section 3, we present the
full diffeomorphism algebra of D = 11 supergravity on the FDA “manifold”, which encodes all the symmetries of
the theory. In Section 4, a new formulation is proposed, where the 3-form A is replaced by 1-form potentials with
(couples of) Lorentz vector and spinor indices.

For a résumé on FDAs and the notion of extended Lie derivative along duals of p-forms we refer to [2]. Here the
general theory is applied to the FDA of D = 11 supergravity.

2 The FDA of D = 11 supergravity, Bianchi identities, field equations and transformation rules

The FDA structure [10] is contained in the following curvature definitions:

Rab = dωab − ωacωcb,

Ra = dV a − ωabV b − i

2
ψ̄Γaψ ≡ DV a − i

2
ψ̄Γaψ,

ρ = dψ − 1

4
ωabΓabψ ≡ Dψ,

R(A) = dA− 1

2
ψ̄ΓabψV aV b.

(2.1)

The Bianchi identities are obtained by taking the exterior derivative of (2.1):

dRab +Racωcb − ωacRcb ≡ DRab = 0,

DRa +RabV b − iψ̄Γaρ = 0,

Dρ+ 1

4
RabΓabψ = 0,

dR(A)− ψ̄ΓabρV aV b + ψ̄ΓabψRaV b = 0.

(2.2)
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The superPoincaré curvatures Rab, Ra, ρ (resp. the Lorentz curvature, the torsion and the gravitino curvature)
are 2-forms, andR(A) is a 4-form. These can be expanded on a superspace basis spanned by the vielbein V a and the
gravitino ψ. The group-geometric method of [3,4,9,11,14,15] requires the Ansatz that all “external” components
of the curvatures be expressed in terms of the “spacetime” ones, spacetime meaning along the V a vielbeins only.

The Bianchi identities then become equations for the curvatures, whose solution [10] is as follows:

Rab = Rabcd V
cV d + i

(
2ρ̄c[aΓb] − ρ̄abΓc

)
ψV c

+ Fabcd ψ̄Γ cdψ +
1

24
F c1c2c3c4 ψ̄Γabc1c2c3c4ψ,

(2.3)

Ra = 0, (2.4)

ρ = ρabV
aV b +

i

3

(
Fab1b2b3Γ b1b2b3 − 1

8
F b1b2b3b4Γab1b2b3b4

)
ψV a, (2.5)

R(A) = Fa1···a4V a1V a2V a3V a4 , (2.6)

where the spacetime components Rabcd, ρab, F
a1···a4 satisfy the well-known propagation equations (Einstein, grav-

itino and Maxwell equations):

Racbc − 1

2
δabR = 3Fac1c2c3F bc1c2c3 − 3

8
δab F

c1···c4F c1···c4 , (2.7)

Γabcρbc = 0, (2.8)

DaFab1b2b3 − 1

2 · 4! · 7! ε
b1b2b3a1···a8 Fa1···a4Fa5···a8 = 0. (2.9)

In the group geometric formulation, the symmetries gauged by the superPoincaré fields V a, ωab and ψ are seen
as diffeomorphisms on the “FDA manifold”, generated by the Lie derivative along the tangent vectors ta, tab, τ dual
to these 1-form fields. Thus, setting ε = εata + εabtab + ετ , the transformation rules under local supertranslations
and Lorentz rotations are generated by the Lie derivative

�ε ≡ d iε + iε d. (2.10)

Explicitly

δV a = �εV
a = Dεa + εabV b + iε̄Γaψ, (2.11)

δωab = �εω
ab = Dεab + 2Rabcd ε

cV d + i
(
2ρ̄c[aΓb] − ρabΓc

)(
εV c − ψεc

)

− 2Fabcd ψ̄Γ cdε− 1

12
F c1c2c3c4 ψ̄Γabc1c2c3c4ε,

(2.12)

δψ = �εψ = Dε+ i

4
εabΓabψ + 2ρabε

aV b

+
i

3

(
Fab1b2b3Γ b1b2b3 − 1

8
F b1b2b3b4Γab1b2b3b4

)(
εV a − ψεa

)
,

(2.13)

δA = �εA = −ψ̄Γabε V aV b + ψ̄Γabψ εaV b + 4Fa1···a4εa1V a2V a3V a4 , (2.14)

where the exterior derivatives on the fields have been expressed in terms of the curvatures (2.1), and the solutions
(2.3)–(2.6) have been used. The closure of these transformations is then equivalent to the propagation equations
(2.7)–(2.9), as is usual in locally supersymmetric theories.

3 The algebra of diffeomorphisms on the D = 11 supergravity FDA “manifold”

On a soft group manifold, that is a manifold whose vielbeins μA have in general nonvanishing curvatures

RA = dμa +
1

2
CCABμ

AμB , (3.1)

the algebra of diffeomorphisms is given by the commutators of Lie derivatives:
[
�εA1 tA

, �εB2 tB

]
= �[εA1 ∂Aε

C
2 −εA2 ∂AεC1 −2εA1 ε

B
2 RC

AB ]tC
, (3.2)

where tA are the tangent vectors dual to the 1-forms μA, and

RC
AB ≡ RCAB − 1

2
CCAB (3.3)
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involves the curvature components on the vielbein basis and the group structure constants. The Jacobi identities
between multiple commutators of Lie derivatives are equivalent to the Bianchi identities,

∂[BRA
CD] + 2 RA

E[BRE
CD] = 0. (3.4)

On a soft “FDA manifold”, the algebra of diffeomorphisms includes also the diffeomorphisms in the p-form
directions, generated by an extended Lie derivative �εt, where t is a “tangent vector” dual to the p-form, and ε is a
p− 1 form parameter [6,2].

In the case of D = 11 supergravity, all the local symmetries of the theory are given by the following FDA
diffeomorphism algebra:

[
�εA1 tA

, �εB2 tB

]
= �(εA1 ∂Aε

C
2 −εA2 ∂AεC1 −2εA1 ε

B
2 RC

AB)tC

+ �(−ε̄1Γabε2V aV b−εa1εb2 ψ̄Γabψ+2εa2 ε̄1 Γ
abψV b−2εa1 ε̄2 Γ

abψV b−12εa1ε
b
2 F

abcdV cV d)t,
(3.5)

[
�εAtA , �εt

]
= �ζt, (3.6)

[
�ε1t, �ε2t

]
= 0, (3.7)

where the indices A,B,C, . . . run on the Lie algebra directions (corresponding to the vielbein, gravitino and spin
connection 1-forms), that is A = a, α, ab (Lorentz). The quantities RC

AB defined in (3.3) are given by the solutions
for Rab, Ra, ρ in (2.3)–(2.5) and by the superPoincaré structure constants encoded in the first three lines of (2.1).
The two-form parameters ε and ζ in (3.6) are

ε ≡ εabV
aV b + 2εaβV

aψβ + εαβψ
αψβ , (3.8)

ζ ≡ εA
(DAεcd

)
V cV d − 2εc

(Dεcd
)
V d + 2iεcdε̄Γ

cψV d + iεcdε
dψ̄Γ cψ

+ 2εA
(DAεcα

)
V cψα − 2εc

(Dεcα
)
ψα − 2εα

(Dεcα
)
V c + 2iεcαε̄Γ

cψψα

+ iεcαε
αψ̄Γ cψ − 2εcαε

cρα − 4εcα
(
ραAbε

AV b + ραAβε
Aψβ

)
V c

+ εA
(DAεαβ

)
ψαψβ − 2εα

(Dεαβ
)
ψβ + 2εαγ

(
ραAbε

AV b + ραAβε
Aψβ

)
ψγ − 2εαβε

αρβ

(3.9)

(εab here not to be confused with the Lorentz rotation parameter of Section 2). The Lie derivative along t, the dual
of the 3-form A, is a particular case of the extended Lie derivatives along p-forms Bi (i being a G-representation
index) introduced in [6,2], the fields in this general setting being the G Lie algebra 1-forms μA supplemented by the
p-form Bi. The extended Lie derivative is given by

�εiti ≡ iεitid+ d iεiti , (3.10)

the contraction operator iεiti being defined by its action on a generic form ω = ωi1···inA1···Am
Bi1 ∧ · · ·Bin ∧

μA1 ∧ · · ·μAm as

iεjtjω = n εjωji2···inA1···Am
Bi2 ∧ · · ·Bin ∧ μA1 ∧ · · ·μAm , (3.11)

where εj is a (p − 1)-form. Thus the contraction operator still maps p-forms into (p − 1)-forms. Note that (i) iεjtj
vanishes on forms that do not contain at least one factor Bi; (ii) the extended Lie derivative commutes with d and
satisfies the Leibnitz rule.

Returning to the FDA of D = 11 supergravity, since A is a 3-form in the identity representation of the
superPoincaré Lie algebra, parameters in the extended Lie derivative (along the dual t of A) are 2-forms carrying no
representation index, and are explicitly given for the algebra of FDA diffeomorphisms in (3.9) and (3.8).

The action of the extended Lie derivative on the basic fields is simply as follows:

�εtμ
A = 0, �εtA = dε

with μA = V a, ωab, ψ. Using these rules together with the variations (2.11)–(2.14) (generated by the usual Lie
derivative) leads to the diffeomorphism algebra given in (3.5)–(3.7). As discussed in [2] for the general case, the
algebra of FDA diffeomorphisms closes provided that the FDA Bianchi identities hold. Therefore, if we use in (3.5)
and (3.6) the solutions (2.3)–(2.5) for the curvatures, the algebra (3.5)–(3.7) closes on the D = 11 field equations
(2.7)–(2.9).

Note that the commutator of two ordinary Lie derivatives, computed on the 3-formA, does not close on the usual
(3.2) diffeomorphism algebra, but develops an extra piece, that is the second line in the “extended” diffeomorphism
algebra of (3.5), containing the extended Lie derivative.
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4 A new formulation of D = 11 supergravity

The idea is to reinterpret the extended Lie derivative �εt of the D = 11 FDA in terms of ordinary Lie derivatives
along new tangent vectors tab, taβ , tαβ , via the following identification:

�εt = �εabV aV bt+εaβV aψβt+εαβψαψβt ≡ �εabtab+εaβtaβ+εαβtαβ
.

The 0-forms εab, εaβ , εαβ , that is the coefficients of the expansion on the superspace basis of the 2-form parameter
ε in the extended Lie derivative, are reinterpreted as parameters of ordinary Lie derivatives along the new tangent
vectors tab = V aV bt, taβ = V aψβt, tαβ = ψαψβt.

This is possible when the set

�εAtA , �εabtab
, �εaβtaβ

, �εaβtaβ
(4.1)

closes on a diffeomorphism algebra similar to the one in (3.2), that is a diffeomorphism algebra of an ordinary
group manifold. If this is the case, the new operators can be seen as bona fide Lie derivatives, generating ordinary
diffeomorphisms along new directions.

Now (3.5) indeed is of the form (3.2), and the extra piece on the right-hand side simply defines new curvatures
and structure constants in RC

AB of (3.3). However, the other commutations (3.6) contain terms with exterior (covari-
ant) derivatives of the parameters εab, εaβ , εαβ , not amenable to the form of the derivative terms in (3.2). These
parameters (associated with the new directions) will therefore be taken to be covariantly constant in the arguments
that follow. This is the price to pay if we want to interpret the D = 11 diffeomorphism algebra (3.5)-(3.7) as an
algebra of ordinary Lie derivatives.

In other words, the algebra (3.5)–(3.7) with Dεcd = Dεcα = Dεαβ = 0 can be considered the diffeomorphism
algebra of a manifold, whose vielbeins are V a, ωab, ψ, Bab, Bαβ and ηaβ (the last three being the vielbeins dual to
the tangent vectors tab, taβ , tαβ).

Comparing (3.5)-(3.7) with the general form (3.2), we deduce the new curvature components that satisfy the
Bianchi identities (3.4) implied by (3.2):Rab, ρ,Ra remain unchanged as given in (2.3)–(2.5), whereas the solutions
for the curvatures Tab, Tαβ , Σaβ of the new potentials Bab, Bαβ , ηaβ are

Tab = 24Fabcd V
cV d − 3

4
ρδ[abηc]δV

c − 1

4
ρδα[aηb]δψ

α − 1

2
ργabψ

δBγδ, (4.2)

Tαβ =
1

4
ργ
a{αBβ}γV

a, (4.3)

Σbβ = −iρ{αabBβ}αV a −
i

2
ρδβ[aη

δ
b]V

a − i

2
ργ
b{αBβ}γψ

α (4.4)

(all contractions Lorentz invariant, position of indices not relevant).
Using the standard formula for the variation of group manifold vielbeins μA under diffeomorphisms:

δμA = dεA − 2RA
BC μBεC (4.5)

we find the variations of the potentials Bab, Bαβ and ηaβ :

δBab = ψ̄Γabε− 48FabcdV cεd +
3

2
ρδ[ab

(
ε δc]V

c − εcη δc]
)

+
1

2
ρδα[a

(
ε δb]ψ

α + εαη δb]
)
+ ργab

(
εδBγδ − εγδψδ

)
,

(4.6)

δBαβ = 2
(
CΓab

)αβ
V aεb − 3i

2

(
CΓc

)
{αβ

(
εγη cγ} + ε cγ}ψ

γ)

+ i
(
CΓc

)αβ(
εdBcd − εcdV d

)− 1

2
ργ
a{α

(
εγβ}V

a − εaBγβ}
)
,

(4.7)

δηbβ = 2
(
CΓab

)
δβ

(
V aεδ − ψδεa

)
+ 2i

(
CΓ c

)
αβ

(
ψαεbc −Bbcεα

)

+ 2iρ
{γ
ab

(
εβ}γV a − εaBβ}γ

)
+ iρδβ[a

(
ε δb]V

a − εaη δb]
)
+ iργ

b{α
(
εβ}γψ

α − εαBβ}γ
) (4.8)

having used Dεab = Dεαβ = Dεbβ = 0 in (4.5). The variations of V a, ωab, ψ are unchanged and given in (2.11)–
(2.13).

In summary: the new formulation of D = 11 supergravity proposed here contains the fields

V a, ωab, ψ, Bab, Bαβ , ηaβ . (4.9)
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The transformation rules of these fields, given in (2.11)–(2.13) and (4.6)–(4.8) close under the same conditions
necessary for the closure of the algebra (3.5)–(3.7), since it is just a reformulation of this algebra. The only
“spurious” element in this reformulation is the fact that some of the parameters (i.e. εab, εaβ , εαβ) must be taken
to be covariantly constant. Even in this case the algebra (3.5)–(3.7) closes only provided that the Bianchi identities
(2.2) hold, which implies the D = 11 field equations (2.7)–(2.9). Thus, the closure of the transformation rules on the
fields (4.9) requires the D = 11 field equations, a situation analogous to the one in type IIB supergravity [12,13].

Finally, we can relate the covariant curl D[μB
ab
ν] to the curl of the 3-form Fμνab: indeed the curvature of Bab,

according to the definition (3.1), reads

Tab = DBab − 1

2
ψ̄Γabψ (4.10)

(see also [2]) where we have used the structure constants deduced by recasting the diffeomorphism algebra (3.5)–
(3.7) in the form (3.2). Comparing the V cV d components of the definition of Tab (4.10) and its solution (4.2)
yields

(DBab)
cd

= 24Fabcd,

(DBab)cd being the V cV d components of the two-form DBab. The other fields Bαβ , ηaβ are auxiliary: their
curvature solutions, given respectively in (4.3) and (4.4), have no spacetime (V V )-components, and the external
components only contain the gravitino curvature.

In conclusion, we have found a set of transformation rules on the dynamical fields V a, ωab, ψ,Bab and auxiliary
fields Bαβ , ηaβ that close on the (usual) field equations of D = 11 supergravity, Fabcd being now related to the curl
of Bab.
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